
Introduction



What is CAST AI:

CAST AI is an AI-driven instant cloud optimization 

platform for cloud native applications, tailored for 

AWS, Google, Azure and DigitalOcean Kubernetes 

applications. 



What is CAST AI:

With CAST AI, your cloud cost will reduce by half, 
Your DevOps will be 10x more efficient, and you can 
achieve 100% uptime.

Your cloud infrastructure becomes autonomous.

Compute is commoditized.



Sign-up @ console.cast.ai

and try CAST AI for free

http://console.cast.ai


What is CAST AI

CAST AI is a cloud management platform that reduces cloud costs, optimizes 
DevOps, automates disaster recovery and hybrid cloud bursting on any clouds.

Connect all your EKS, GKE, AKS applications in 
minutes.

Or create your own Single, Multi Cloud or Hybrid 
Kubernetes application in 5 minutes on AWS, 
Google, Azure, DigitalOcean or Hybrid cloud.

Connect all your apps or Create new clusters in minutes

CAST manages all your Kubernetes applications:
- Optimize for cost, by rightsizing your clusters with a
smart selection of the most cost efficient compute
resources, including spot instances on AWS, Google
and Azure. Real time auto scaling up and auto scaling
down to zero.
- Self heal against catastrophic cloud failures.
- Get 10x DevOps efficiency with AIOps and fully
automated management.

Your infrastructure is instantly autonomous

Our intelligent optimization engine delivers a cost-efficient, high-performing and resilient infrastructure for every 
Kubernetes workload. We unify powerful cloud optimization strategies and apply them to your Kubernetes workloads.



The benefits of CAST AI



The benefits of CAST AI

CAST AI platform includes 
automated disaster 

recovery, built-in.

It ensures that a cloud 
failure does not become a 
disaster. Ever. Your apps are 
up even if one the clouds is 

not. Missing nodes are 
recreated in seconds, 

anywhere.

3
Resilience to disasters

CAST AI platform will manage 
in a single control plane all 
containerized applications 

of its customers, 
consolidated across all 

clouds. 

Zero onboarding time: the 
cloud management platform 
will include any cloud native 

applications from its 
customers, instantly, in 

minutes.

1
Multi Cloud management

The platform reduces the 
cloud cost by 50 to 70% of 

its customers for all 
containerized applications 

on any clouds.

Automated AIOps: the 
Kubernetes clusters are 

autonomous. DevOps can 
focus on higher order cloud 

native  concepts & 
abstractions. The rest is 

automated.

2
Cloud cost optimization 

by 50% to 70% with AIOps

Hybrid applications 
deployed on-premise are 

able to burst automatically 
on any clouds.

Customers with limited on 
premise capacity can 

offload automatically to 
the clouds in minutes, while 

keeping data on premise 
for compliance.

4
Hybrid cloud bursting



Benefits of CAST AI

CAST AI facilitates the 
movement of containerized 

applications from 
on-premise to AWS, Google, 

Azure or DigitalOcean.

Applications can move 
gracefully and 

automatically from 
on-premise to cloud, with a 
simple toggle, container by 

container. 

1
Cloud migrations

CAST AI includes 
automated disaster 

recovery, built-in.

CAS AI ensures that a cloud 
failure does not become a 
disaster. Ever. Your apps are 
up even if one the clouds is 

not. Missing nodes are 
recreated in seconds, 

anywhere.

4
Resilience to disasters

In a single control plane, 
CAST AI manages all 

containerized applications 
for customers, consolidated 

across all clouds. 

Zero onboarding time: the 
cloud management platform 

includes any cloud native 
applications, instantly, in 

minutes.

2
Multi-cloud management

CAST AI reduces the cloud 
compute costs by 50 to 70% 

for all containerized 
applications on any clouds.

Automated AIOps: the 
Kubernetes clusters are 

autonomous. DevOps can 
focus on higher order cloud 

native  concepts and 
abstractions. The rest is 

automated.

3
Cloud cost optimization

Hybrid applications 
deployed on-premise are 

able to burst automatically 
on any cloud.

Customers with limited
on-premise capacity can 
offload automatically to 

any cloud in minutes, while 
keeping data on-premise 

for compliance.

5
Hybrid cloud bursting



Two easy deployments, in minutes: Connect or Create

Frictionless, and instant:
Connect all your hundreds 
of applications in 2 minutes.

Connect your AWS EKS, 
Google GKE and Azure AKS.

Or create a single, multi 
cloud or hybrid cloud 
Kubernetes cluster in 5 
minutes.



Use cases



Use case 1: reduce your cloud cost by 50 to 70%

A simple, easy to use, automated K8s 
management platform on any cloud provider 
that automates K8s management and cost 
optimizes by 50 to 70%

CAST AI is 100% frictionless: a module scans and 
finds all y EKS applications, estimates the cost 
savings in minutes and with a 'one-click' button 
automatically implements fierce cost 
optimization



Use case 2: no more application outages and cloud  neutrality

CAST AI builds an active-active infrastructure 
spanning multiple clouds or regions, 
guaranteeing continuity without cost increase

To achieve 100% uptime, CAST AI adopts the 
active approach to Disaster Recovery by 
stretching applications along with data across 
multiple clouds, so that a cloud failure will 
never be a disaster

You achieve cloud neutrality, where a 
catastrophic failure of one cloud provider has 
no impact in your applications, ever



Use case 3: run on-prem and burst to public clouds

To extend on-prem compute, CAST AI facilitates 
automatic bursting to any cloud

Make use of public cloud workloads with data 
that stays on-premise for compliance or 
convenience reasons, instantly

1: At 15:41, the application receives a large amount of unexpected traffic. With no place to run on premise, that 
results in an instant requirement for 15.5 new CPU cores.

2: Within 2 minutes, CAST AI automatically adds a new 16-core VM on AWS. This is the first cloud bursting to AWS.

3: At 15:45, additional traffic starts to hit the application.

4: Within a minute, CAST AI decides to add an extra 8 core VM. This is the second cloud bursting on AWS..

5: Once the work is completed, CAST AI immediately retires 2 VMs. This is the end of the cloud bursting event.



Use case 4: 10x DevOps

CAST AI provides an opinionated Kubernetes 
implementation that hides the infrastructure 
complexities with automation
● DevOps engineers no longer have to deal with 

IaaS complexity: CAST AI phenomenally 
simplifies rightsizing, self healing, etc.

● DevOps teams create and manage CAST AI 
components through API, CLI, and Terraform to 
fully automate their infrastructure lifecycle 
management

● CAST AI also provides services for in-cluster 
observability (logging, tracing, and metrics) 
and built-in security (encryption at rest and in 
transit)



Case study: 90.6% cost reduction
●

90.6% cost reduction:

46.25% cost reduction by auto scaling.
46.88% cost reduction by selecting a more 
efficient compute shape.
79.22% cost reduction by using spot instances.

Customer case study: micro service, stateless, using five 
VMs on AWS. Analysis of before and after activating CAST AI.



Come try our cost savings calculator!

●

Enter your cloud compute bill: compute + 
storage + transit, and find out how much you 
can save

https://cast.ai/savings-calculator/

https://cast.ai/savings-calculator/


Technical architecture



Technical architecture

●

A secure network links all the cloud 
providers of the customer

CAST AI create a strong and redundant 
network between each cloud provider 
customer’s accounts.

There are two options:
- Using VPN-as-a-service from each 

cloud provider
- Or using Wireguard vpn, with 

encryption [node] x [node] or [cloud] x 
[cloud].

https://www.wireguard.com/


Competition



Solution options for simplifying multi-cloud Kubernetes
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o Single-cloud with
separated clusters

o Manages K8S across
Proprietary clusters
(on-prem and cloud) ONLY

o Separate manual mgmt. of
respective clusters

o Multi-cloud and
GKE + EKS + AKS

o Phenomenally
simplified K8S
cluster

o AI Driven
cloud-cost
optimized

o Multi-cloud with separated
clusters

o Manages K8S across
multiple clouds (on-prem
and cloud) BUT each cloud
cluster is separate

o Requires manual
management and oversight



Simple pricing



Simple pricing, no extra cost

$5 per CPU 
per month

Monthly subscription.

US$ 5,000/month = platform

US$ 5 per CPU per month: 
utilisation

Simple and transparent, pricing 
has only one parameter:
we count how many CPUs are 
under CAST management.



Thank you
Vilius Zukauskas, co founder 
vilius@cast.ai

mailto:laurent@cast.ai


Appendix



“The initial cloud wars are done…

…and we are entering the next phase of competition, 
with this battle focused on giving users services that 
can work seamlessly across all of their chosen 
environments.”

venturebeat.com, 2019



State of FinOps Report 2021:
“Massive adoption of public cloud spend,
struggle to contain and optimize cloud spend.”, February 2021

https://www.zdnet.com/google-amp/article/cloud-computing-sticker-shock-is-on-the-rise-and-containing-it-may-be-a-new-career-path/

According to the State of FinOps Report 2021, half of compute spend on public cloud is for on-demand, 
the highest-price service; and 49% for reserved, savings or committed use coverage, the next-costliest 
option. Only 13% is for spot use, the least expensive service, even though respondents identified 28% as 
being an "excellent" target for that option.

“With concern about cloud spending on the rise, more professionals begin to devote part of their jobs to 
containing it. The dirty little secret of cloud spend is that the bill never really goes down.”

Nearly half of survey respondents (49%) had little or no automation of managing cloud spend. Of those 
with some automation, almost one-third automated notifications (31%) and tagging hygiene (29%.) Only 
13% automated rightsizing and 9% spot use.

https://www.zdnet.com/google-amp/article/cloud-computing-sticker-shock-is-on-the-rise-and-containing-it-may-be-a-new-career-path/
https://data.finops.org/
https://data.finops.org/

